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Signal Cancellation Phenomena in Adaptive Antennas:
Causes and Cures
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Abstract-Conventional adaptive beamformers utilizing some form
2) to formulateapproachestowardtheeliminationof
of automatic minimization of mean square error exhibit signal canadaptive signal cancellation phenomena, and
cellation phenomena when adapting rapidly. These effects result from 3) to introduce spatial dither algorithms to combat
signal
adaptive interaction between signal and interference,
when signal and
cancellationandbreakup“smart”jammer
signals at
interferencearereceivedsimultaneously.Similar
phenomenahave
the receiving array.
been observed and analyzed in relatively simple adaptive noise cancelling systems. A study of these phenomenain the simpler systemsis
11. SIGNAL CANCELLATION JAMMING
used to provide insight into similar behaviorin adaptive antennas. A
method for alleviating signal cancellation has
been devised by Duvall,
Anyadaptivebeamformer-theHowells-Applebaum
sidewherebythesignalcomponentsare
removed from the adaptive lobe canceller [ I ] - [ 3 ] , Widrow’s [ 4 ] , Griffith’s [ 51, Frost’s
process, then reinserted to form the final system output.
Widrow has [ 6 ] , Zahm’s [ 71, or Compton’s beamformer [ 81, [ 91 o r comdevised a different solution to the problem: to
movethe receiving binations and variations of these[ 101, [ 111, -is susceptible t o
off
array spatially (or electronically) to modnlate emanations received
attack bysimplejammersthatmay
be bandpassnoise,a
the look direction, without distorting useful signals
incident from the
sinusoid,
or
a
sum
of
sinusoids
suitably
spaced
in frequency.
look direction.Thisapproach
is called“spatialdither”
and inThe
interaction
of
such
jammers
with
the
desiredsignalin
troduces the additional possibility of modulating “smart” jammer
theseadaptivealgorithmsmaycausecancellationof
signal
signals, thereby limiting their effectiveness.

components, even when the adaptive beamformers are working
perfectly.
To understand how this occurs, consider the Frost beamDAPTIVE ANTENNAS have been under development in
A beam is
former which functions in the following manner.
various forms for about two
decades. Although adaptive
formed toward a user-selected “look direction.” The receiving
antennas have been used only in small numbers thus far, they
sensitivity in this direction is then constrained. A typical conhave proven themselves capable
of rejectingjammingsignals
straint
is one that forces the array to have a unit gain magnimoreefficientlythananyotherknownmethod.
Mosthigh
a selected passband of frequencies
performance radar and communications systems being designedtude and zero phase over
is adapted, Le., its
in
the
look
direction.
The
beamformer
for jamming environments will incorporate adaptive antennas.
weights
are
varied
t
o
minimize
its
output
power,
subject to the
The simultaneous development of spread-spectrum techniques
constraint
which
sustains
the
beam
in
the
look
direction.
and adaptive antennas provide a formidable setof technologies
Adaptation subject to the constraint allows the array to accept
for jam-resistant systems. These technologies are compatible
a signal with gain one if this signal arrives from the look direcandarefrequentlyusedinthesamesystem.Anadaptive
signals, e.g., jammer signals, to be
antenna is used to attenuate strong jamming
signals as they tion and causes any other
appear at thereceiver “front end”; spread-spectrum techniques rejected as well as possible (in the minimum-total-power sense)
as long as they do not
arrive from the look direction. Other
areused t o neutralize large numbersofweakjammersthat
adaptive
beamformers
behave
similarly with the following exmay not be eliminated totally by the adaptive antenna.
ception: the Frost algorithm imposes a “hard” constraint on
We are now faced with the fact that under certain circumthe signalgainin
thelookdirection;theWidrowandGrifstances jammers can be devised specifically t o elude adaptive
fiths
beamformers
create
“soft” constraints in this direction;
antennas. This paper is concerned with jamming signals that
the
Howells-Applebaum
andZahmbeamformersapplysoft
canpotentiallydefeator
partiallydefeatknownadaptive
antenna algorithms. Theexistence
of jammerscapable
of constraints omnidirectionally rather than in the look direction.
Suppose that the Frost beamformer has a sinusoidal input
troublingknownadaptivearraysmotivates
us to develop
signal
arriving
fromthelookdirection.This
signal should
new adaptive signal processing and array processing algorithms,
appear
at
the
beamformer
output
going
through
a unit gain.
two of which are proposed herein.
Now suppose a jammer is turned on-a very strong sinusoidal
The goals of this paper are three:
jammer at the same frequency as the
signal, but arriving off
1) to examine signal cancellationphenomena in adaptive the look direction. The jamming sinusoid would normally be
beamformers,
rejectedbytheadaptivebeamformer
if the signal werenot
present. With the signal present, however, minimizing the total
Manuscript received lanuary 6 , 1981; revised August 10, 1981. This output power will cause the jammer to be admitted with just
work was supported in.part by the Naval Air Systems Command under
the right magnitude and phase to cancel the sinusoidal signal.
Contract N00019-79C-0331 and by ONR under Contract N00014-76Thus the signal sinusoid is admitted with a gain of one. On the
C-0929.
B. Widrow, W. C. Newman, and R. P. Gooch are with the Informaother hand, just a trickle of the powerful jammer sinusoid
is
tion Systems Laboratory, Durand 139, Department of Electrical Engiadmitted to cancel the
signal sinusoid perfectly and produce
neering. Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305.
a net output of zero. The output power is minimized and the
K . M . Duvall is with General Telephone and Electronics, Mountain
constraint is preserved, as it should be with a perfectly workthe DepartmentofElectricalEngineering,StanView,CA,andwith
ing Frostbeamformer.Butthe
signal is lostintheprocess.
ford University, Stanford, CA 94305.
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This amounts to jamming by signal cancellation, rather than
jamming by overwhelming the signal with interference.
If the inputsignal in the look directionis broadband (rather

lSYSTEM
IOUTPUT

Fig. 1. The adaptive noise cancelling concept.
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111. ADAPTIVE NOISE CANCELLING
An adaptive noise canceller is shown in
Fig. 1. In the terminology of that field, the “primary input” contains a useful
signal s, plus interference no. The “reference input” is separatelyobtainedinpracticalsystems.Itcontainsinterference
n which is related to the interference of the primary input.
Generallytherelationshipbetweenthetwointerferences
is
unknown a priori. Theadaptivefiltershapesthereference
interference t o replicate the primary interference (in the least
squarederrorsense)
so thatsubtraction will removethe interferencefromtheprimaryinput,providingamoreuseful
output. It has been shown in [ 121 that an adaptive filter that
minimizes output power in the system shown in
Fig. 1 causes
thesystemoutputtobea
bestleastsquaresestimateof
sidetheuseful signal s. Basically, theHowells-Applebaum
lobe canceller functions on the same principle, although
in certain ways it is considerably more complicated. Useful
signals
and jammer signals appear at both primary and reference inputs,andspatialprocessing,
i.e., arrayprocessing,
is also
involved.
If the reference input is a sinusoid, as shown inFig. 2, then
the signal flow path from primary input to the output behaves
like a sharp, linear, time-invariant, notch filter. This discovery
came as a surprise because the adaptive filter
itselfis intrinsically nonlinear and time variable. An analysis by John Glover
of the notch filter effect was presented by Widrow et al. on
the subject of adaptive noise-cancelling [ 121. A more detailed
analysis is contained in Glover [ 131. A published work based
on Glover’s dissertation has since appeared [ 141, treating both
single and multiple notch cases. Analysis of the simplestcase, a
single notch created by a tweweight adaptive filter,
is outlined
below.

I

I

thansinusoidal)andthejammer
issinusoidal, theadaptive
algorithm will modulate the sinusoidal jammer so that it will
cancel some signal components at the jammer frequency and
a t neighboringfrequencies. If thejammer signal containsa
sum of sinusoids at spaced frequencies within the passband,
the output signal spectrum will be notched at eachof the jammer frequencies. This phenomenon could be troublesome for
bandpass and spread-spectrum communications.
Similar signal cancellation phenomena have been observed
andanalyzedinthecontext
of adaptivenoisecancelling
systems,muchsimplersystemsthanadaptivebeamformers.
A brief discussionandanalysis
of adaptivenoisecancelling
follows.

I

SAMPLING PERIOD = T 5
SAMPLING F R E Q . R =

Fig. 2.

RAD5

II
X l , = C sm iwoi T A o)

Two-weightnoisecanceller.

mary input to the system output.’ Weight updating in the system is carried out according to the least mean square (LMS)
algorithm [15], [ 1 6 ] :
W1jS1

=Wlj

W 2 j+ 1 =

w2j

+ 2l.lfjXlj

+ 2l.lEjXZj.

(1)

The subscripts indicate the time index;1-1 is a constant controlling the rate of adaptation. Referring to Fig.
3, the sampled
reference inputs are
xl,=Ccos(wojT+cp)
and
x2j - C sin

(oojT

+ 9).

(3)

The first step in the
analysis is to obtain the isolated impulse response from the error ej, point C,to the filter output,
point G , withthefeedbackloopfrompoint
G topoint B
broken. Let an impulse of amplitudea be applied at pointC a t
discrete time j = k ; that is,

Fig. 2 shows an adaptive noise canceller with two adaptive
ei = a6(j - k ) .
(4)
is assumedto be anarbitrary
weights. Theprimaryinput
signal; it could be stochastic, deterministic, periodic, transient,
The 6 ( j - k ) is a Kronecker delta function, defined as
etc. The reference input is assumed t o be a pure cosine wave,
C COS (mot -t cp). The primary and reference inputs are sampled
f o r j =1 k,
at the frequency
= 2 ~ f Trad/s. The reference input is sam6(j - k ) =
90’ phase shift,
pled directly, giving xl,. After undergoing a
0,
otherwise.
it is sampled again, giving x2j: The samplers are synchronous
and strobe att = 0, T , 2T, etc.
1 It is not obvious, from inspection of Fig. 2, that a transfer funcA transfer function for the noise canceller shown in Fig. 2 tion for thispropagationpath
in factexists. Its existence is shown,
can be obtained by analyzing signal propagation from the prihowever, by the subsequent analysis.

a
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and the transfer functionof this path is
z(z -cos
G(z) = 2pC2

w,T)

2-2zcoso0T+

z 2 - 22 cos woT

-

1

+1
of a radian sampling

This function can be expressed in terms
frequency i2 = 2r/T as
2pC2[;: cos ( 2 ’ n w o a - l ) G(z) =

Fig. 3. Flow diagram showing signal propagation in a two-weight adaptive noise canceller.

which is theinputimpulse
scaled in amplitude by the instantaneous value of x l i at j = k. The signal flow path from
point D to point E is that of a digital integrator with transfer
function 2p/(z - 1) and impulse response 2pu( j - l), where
u ( j ) is the discrete unit step function

0,

fori <0

1,

forj20.

H(z) =

+

> +

where j 2 k
filter
output,
thepoint

1- pC2)z cos ( 2 n w o a -

1)

+ 1 - 2pC2

(+i2Tw0a1)

andareprecisely
on the unit
rad. The poles are located at

1. When the scaled and delayed step function
where j 2 k
is multiplied byxlj, the response at pointF is obtained as

where j
k
1. Thecorrespondingresponseatpoint
obtained in a similar manner, is

)+ 1

z2 - 22 c o s ( 2 n o o a 2 2 - 2(

= exp

(8)

+ p) cos ( o o k +~ cp),

(1 4)

+1

Thisshowsthatthenoisecanceller,withacosinereference
input, has the’propertiesofanotchfilteratthereference
frequency oo along the signal flow path from primary input
to output. The zerosof the transfer function are located
in the
Z plane at

Convolving 2 p ( j - 1)with f!xli yieldsaresponseatpointE
of

y l i = 2 p a r 2 cos (woiT

- 22 cos ( 2 n w o a - 1 )

11-

If the feedback loop from point G to point B is now closed,
A,
the transfer function H ( z ) from the primary input, point
to the noise canceller output, point C, can be obtained from
the feedback formula

The impulse causes a response at pointD of

u(i) =

22

l]

z = (1

-PC’)

circleatanglesof

*

2pc2)

cos ( 2 r o O . ~ - ~ )i [ ( l -

- (1 - p C 2 ) (27Tw0a-1)]
cos2

(9)

J, The poles are inside

+2n.~,,fi-~

lI2.

(17)

the unit circle at a radial distance
(1 1 - p C 2 , from the origin

2pC2)’”, approximately equal to

at angles of

+ 1 . Combining (9) and ( 10) yields the response at
G:

For slow
adaptation,
Le., small
values
of
pend on the factor

pC2 these
angles
de-

y j = 2paC2 cos (woT(/ - k ) )
= 2pac2u(j - k

-

1) COS (woT(i - k ) ) .

Observe
that
(1
1) is function
a
only
of
( j - k ) and
is
thus
a
= (1 -p2c4 + ...)I P
timeinvariantimpulseresponse,proportionaltotheinput
impulse.
w - + p 2c4
(18)
A linear transfer function for the noise canceller can now
k is set equal which differs only slightly from a value of one. The result
is
be derived in the following manner. If the time
to zero, the unit impulse response of the linear time-invariant
that, in practical instances, the angles of the poles are almost
signal-flow
path
from
point
C to
point
G
is
identical
to
the
angles
of
the zeros.
y i = 2 p c 2 u ( j - 1) cos (woiT>,

magnitude
2)
(1

Fig. 4 shows the location of the poles and zeros, and the
of the
transfer
function
terms
in
of frequency.
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For the two-weight adaptive filter shown inFig. 2,

4NE

traceR = f

= c2.

SEGMENT
CIRCLE

w=o

\

\

c2+ 12. c2
(23)

Thisisthesum
of thepowerintothe
equations (23), (22), and (19) yields
1
(BW) = 237 -

HZ.

weights.Combining

(24)

Trn se

Thus the bandwidth of the notch is proportional to the recipprocal of the time constant of the learning process, for the
simple system shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 5 shows the results of two experiments performed
to
demonstrate the adaptive systems notch-filter behavior. I n t h e
first experiment, the primary input was a cosine wave of unit
12 discretefrequencies.
Thereference
powersteppedat5
input was acosinewavewithfrequency
oo of n j 2 T rad/s.
0.707
PC2 $
The value of C was one, and the value o f p was 1.25 X
Thespectra ofFig.
5werecomputedby512
bin Fourier
NOTEN
: O T C HR E P E A T S
I
AT SAMPLING FREQUENCY
is shown
transforms.Theoutputpowerateachfrequency
in Fig. 5(a). As the primary frequency approaches the referencefrequency,significantcancellationoccurs.Theweights
do not converge to stable
values but instead they “tumble”
Fig. 4. Properties of transfer function of two-weightadaptive noise at the difference frequency: and the adaptive filter behaves
canceller. (a) Location of poles and zeros. (b) Magnitude of trans- like a modulator, converting the reference frequency into the
fer function.
primaryfrequency.Thetheoreticalnotchwidthbetween
half-power
points,
1.59 X
wo, compares
closely
with
Since the zeros lie on the unit circle, the depth of the notch
themeasurednotchwidth
of 1.62 X
wo.
in the transfer function is infinite at the frequency
w = wo.
In the second experiment, the primary input was composed
The sharpness of the notch is determined by the closeness of
of uncorrelated samples of white noise of unit power. The refthepolestothe
zeros.Correspondingpolesandzerosare
erence input and theprocessing parameters were the sameas in
separated by a distance approximately equal
t o pC2. The arc
the firstexperiment.Anensemble
average of 4096power
length along the unit circle, centered at the position of a zero, spectra at the noise canceller output is shown in Fig. 5(b). An
spanning the distance between half-power points,
is approxi- infinite null was not observed in this experiment because
of
mately 2pC2. This length corresponds to a notch bandwidth the finite frequency resolution of the spectral analysis
algoof
rithm.
of areferencecosine
Intheseexperiments,thefiltering
( B W)= pC fi/n rad/s
wave of a given frequencycancelledprimaryinputcomponents at adjacent frequencies. This result indicates that, under
=PC’ Fin HZ,
(19)
some
circumstances,
primary
input
components
may
be
partially
cancelled
and
distorted
even
though
they
arenot
where F is the sampling frequency inHz.The Q of the notch is
correlated with the reference input. In practice this kind
of
determined by the ratio of the center frequency to the bandcancellation is significantonlywhentheadaptiveprocess
is
width,
rapid, that is, when it is effected with large values of p . When
theadaptiveprocess
is slow, the weightsconverge t o values
Q ZZ-.
that are nearly fixed, close to the Wiener solution, and though
pC2R
signalcancellation(asdescribedinthissection)occurs,itis
The time constantof the mean square error “learning curve”generally not significant since the notch is extremely narrow.
In any event, the primary input appears at the output after
for the LMS algorithm has been shown t o be [ 121, [ 161.
having gone through a notchfilter.
n
V. SIGNAL CANCELLATION PHENOMENA
iterations,
Tmse =
4p trace R
IN HOWELLS-APPLEBAUM
SIDELOBE CANCELLERS
where R is the covariance matrix of the inputs to theweights,
Fig. 6 shows a simple formof Howells-Applebaum sidelobe
and n is the number of weights. Formula (2 1) applies when the
canceller
operatinginanenvironmentconsisting
of a s i g n a l
eigenvalues are all equal. This is the case for the system shown
in Fig. 2. Multiplying by the sampling period T , the time con- plusasinglejammer.Thetwoantennaelementsareomnistant is expressed in secondsof real time as
2 When the primary and reference frequencies are held at a constant
difference, the weights developa sinusoidal steadystate at the difference
nT
frequency. In other words, they converge on a dynamic rather than a
S
Tmse =
4p trace R
static solution.

I
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Fig. 5. Results of two-weightadaptivenoisecancellingexperiments.
(a) Primaryinput composed of cosine wave at 512 discrete frequencies. (b) Primaryinputcomposed of uncorrelatedsamples of
white noise.

4

SYSTEM
OUTPUT

Fig. 6 . A simple form of the Howells-Applebaum sidelobe canceller.
directional,andbothantennaelements
receive emanations
from the signal source S and the jammer J . Assume that the
jammer power is very much greater than the signal power, and
that the number of degrees of freedom in the adaptive filter
is sufficient t o cancel the jammer but not sufficient t o cancel
both the jammer and the signal. Since the jammer is far more
powerful than the signal, it will “grab” the degrees of freedom
to effect its own cancellation. The signal will have little influenceontheadaptive
weights,inaccordwithWienerfilter
theory,and will appearatthesystemoutputtogetherwith
certain small uncancelled jammer components.
The system shown in Fig. 6 is similar to the adaptive noise
canceller pictured in Fig. 1, except that the reference input in
Fig. 6 contains a signal along with strongjammer inputs. After

the weights have converged t o t h e Wiener solution, the adaptive filter will pass this signal and subtract the result from the
primary signal, thereby introducing some signal distortion
at
the system output. We shall not concern ourselves with it at
this point because in many cases this minor distortion will not
be objectionable.
A Wiener solution is obtained only in the limit as the speed
of adaptation is brought to zero, i.e., as I.( is brought to zero.
The weight dynamics that are inherent in adaptation give rise
t o “non-Wiener” effects that cause
signal cancellation. These
effects are the central concern of this paper.
If, as we have assumed, the signal components in the reference input are of low power compared
to that of the jammer
components, we can neglect effects of the signal
at the input
to the adaptive filter. Assume that the jammer is sinusoidal.
The sinusoidal input to the adaptive filter then causes a situation like that represented in Fig. 2 . The signal flow path from
primary input to system output
behaveslikea
notch filter.
Thus both jammer components and signal components at and
around the jammer frequency will be notched at the system
output. Notching isa non-Wiener effect.
An experiment was conducted to confirmthe behavior just
described. A Howells-Applebaum sidelobe canceller was configured with two omnidirectional elements placed one-quarter
wavelength apart, and with four weights in the adaptive filter.
A bandpass signal was selected with a center frequency at onequarter of the sampling frequency, with a bandwidth of
20
percent,andwithbroadsideincidence.Asinusoidaljammer
was chosen with a frequency of onequarter the sampling fre45’ off
quency, apower of 100, andanincidenceangleof
broadside. Fig. 7 showstheantennapatternandfrequency
response after convergence. The sidelobe canceller appears to
be functioning in the manner described
above. Fig. 7(a) and
7(b) show that a 40 dB null has been formed
in the jammer
direction at the jammer frequency.
Fig.7(c) shows h a t t h e
antenna’s frequency response in the signal direction is reasonably flat over the
signal bandwidth. Overall, Fig.7 indicates
is working
thatthe
Howells-Applebaumsidelobecanceller
perfectly.
However observations of the antenna output spectra indicate otherwise. Fig. 8 shows an ensembleaverage of the signal,
jammer, and antenna output spectra. The sidelobe canceller
wasoperatedwitha
p of 2.5 X
The non-Wiener notch
effect and the Wiener signal distortion inherent in this simple
system are evident from
Fig. 8(c). The notch will always be
present, and it can be narrowed only by slowing the rate of
adaptation.
VI. SIGNAL CANCELLATION PHENOMENA IN
FROST ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMERS
is
Frost’soriginalconceptionofanadaptivebeamformer
shown in Fig. 9. Beam-steering delays are inserted in the usual
manner to setthe look directionatany
desiredangle. The
frequency response of the array to signals arriving in the look
direction is equivalenttothat
ofatransversalfilterwhose
weights are the sums of the columns of weights of the actual
beamformer.Thereforeduringadaptation,theweightsare
varied t o minimizeoutputpower
whilesustainingsums
of
columns of weights at prescribed values to achieve the specified
frequencyresponse in thelookdirection.Otherwise,minimizingoutputpowerwouldsimplycause
all the weights to
collapse t o zero.
Except for the freedom from
signal distortion inherent in
its constrained Wiener solution, the Frost beamformer shows
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Fig. 9.

Frost beamformer and equivalent look-direction filter.
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Fig. 7. Behaviorof"converged"Howelis-Applebaumsidelobecanceller. (a)Antennapatternplottedatjammerfrequency.
(b) Frequencyresponse in jammerdirection.(c)Frequencyresponse
in
signal direction.

.0221

I

-400

I

=REOUENCY

J32

(c)

(c)
Fig. 8. Power
spectra
of
Howells-Applebaum
beamformer
simulation.(a)Input
signal spectrum.(b)Jammerspectrum.
former output spectrum.

Fig. 10. Behavior of "converged" Frostbeamformer.(a)Antenna
(b) Frequencyresponsein
patternplottedatjammerfrequency.
jammer direction. (c) Frequency response in signal direction.

(c) Beam-

small; it was measured a t 40 dB below the main beam
gain.
As in the Howells-Applebaum sidelobe canceller, the antenna
pattern indicates that the beamformer
is working perfectly.
thesamesignalcancellationeffectsthatwereobservedwith
The bandpass signal whose spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 l(a)
the Howells-Applebaum
sidelobe
canceller.
To investigate
wasreceived by this adaptive beamformer. The spectrum
of
these effects, another experiment was conducted using a fourelement Frost array with four weights per element.
A signal the sinusoidal jammer is shownin Fig. 1 l(b). Fig. 1 l(c) shows
with 20 percent bandwidth and center frequency equal to one- the output signal spectrum of the Frost beamformer operating
witha /J of l o p 3 . Theinput signal appearsattheoutput
quarter of thesamplingfrequency
w a s generated tobe incidentfrombroadside.Theconstraintinthe
look direction having gone through a notch filter. The notching effect is eviwas set to unit gain and zero phase from zero frequency
to dent in the output signal spectrum and is indicative of gross
signal distortion at the beamformer output. The notchwidth is
half thesamplingrate,
i.e., t o aflatresponseoverallfrenot exactly equal to the reciprocal of the learning curve time
quencies. The jammer was sinusoidal at one-quarter the sampling frequency. In these experiments, ambient noise and
re- constant but exceeds it by a factor of two. The conditions for
the derivation of the notch width formula(24), i.e., sinusoidal
ceivernoisewerenegligible.Fig.
10 shows the convergedansignals appearing with exact 90° separation at the inputto the
tennapatternandthefrequencyresponseplots
in both the
two weights, are not met with the 16-weight Frost processor
signal and jammer directions. Observe that the look-direction
gain is flatandthegain
in thejammerdirection
is quite under the above staled experimental conditions. Nevertheless
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LOOK-DIRECTION FILTER
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(e)
Fig. 11. Powerspectra of Frostbeamformersimulation.
(a) Input
signalspectrum. (b) Jammerspectrum. (c) Beamformer output
spectrum.

Fig. 12. GriffithslJim realization of the Frost adaptive beamformer.

(24) does give at leastanapproximate
thesimpleformula
-0
FREQUENCY
prediction of notch width that
is applicable at most jammer
angles.
ThenotchingphenomenaintheFrostbeamformerare
somewhatmorecomplicatedthanthose
in adaptivenoise
cancelling systems. The form of the Frost beamformer shown
signalin Fig. 9 is notthesimplestoneforthestudyof
notching phenomena. For this purpose we
have used a more
suitableformofFrostbeamformer,developedbyGriffiths
and Jim [ 171, and shown inFig. 12.
T h e realizationof Fig. 12 can beunderstood asfollows.
- .0
The filter containing fixed weights determines the frequency
FREQUENCY
a12
response in the look direction. The look-direction frequency
( c)
response is unaffected by the multichannel adaptive filter since Fig. 13. Frostbeamformer output spectraforwhite-noisesignalof
power 1.0 andsinusoidaljammer. (a) Jammerpower = 12.5. (bj
the subtractive preprocessor has removedall look-direction signal components from the filter inputs. Adjusting the weights to Jammer power = 25.0. (c) Jammer power = 50.0.
minimize output power is tantamount to minimizing output
power subject t o a response constraint in the look direction. If former.Thejammer
wasagain
sinusoidal,while thelookK is thenumber of antennaelements,theFrostconstraint
direction signal was composed of white noise of unit power.
Thejammerpower
wasvaried.Spectra
of thebeamformer
reducesthenumber
of degreesoffreedombythefactor
outputs are shown in Fig. 13. With the jammer power set at
(K - l)/K.
For the sake of discussion, let the look direction constraint its lowest level, the signal cancellation notch is at its smallest
be unit gain and zero phase over all frequencies. Referring to
bandwidth, as indicated in Fig. 13(a). As the jammer power is
Fig. 12,thiswouldcorrespond
t o f l = 1 and f2 = f 3 = = increased,keeping all otherparametersconstant,thenotch
fN = 0. The useful signalarrivingin
thelookdirectionenwidth increases. Fig. 13(c)showsthewidestnotchforthe
counters a unit gain with the main beam so constrained. This strongestjammersignalthat
was applied. In all of the illusis analogous to the direct primary
signal path shown in Fig.
trated cases, the
relationship
between
notch
width
and
1. A jammer signalarriving at other than the look direction
reciprocal adaptive time constant has been preserved.
encounters an adaptive filter, analogous to the reference
signal
Fig. 14 shows the results of yet another experiment with
path shown in Fig. 1. A sinusoidal jammer off the look direc- theFrostbeamformer.Herethe
signalwas
white,andthe
tion,
therefore,
causes
fluctuations
in the weights,
which
jammer was a strong bandpass noise. Signal components were
createsanotchalongtheprimary
signalflow
pathtothe
partiallycancelledovertheentirejammerspectralband,
output via thefixed weightfilter.Notchingphenomena
in corresponding to extensive signal distortion.Resultsofthis
thissystemaremuchlikethose
of theadaptivecanceller
type occur only in cases of rapid adaptation. For the Fig. 1 4
shown in Fig. 1. Look-direction signals do not appear at the
experiment,thetimeconstantoftheadaptiveprocesswas
approximately equal to 20 sampling periods. The bandwidth
adaptive filter inputs; only interferenceis present there. Both
signal and jammer are present in the primary signal flow path, of the jammer was approximately equal to
5 percent of the
and both signal and jammer experience notching at the jammer center frequency.
frequency.With high-speed adaptation,thenotchcould
be
To this point the discussion has centered upon the effects
very wide, incurring the risk of losing the signal in the jammer ofsignalcancellation.Attention
will nowbe given to two
cancellationprocess, in effect, "throwing the baby out with
remedies for the problem. The first is a method devised by K.
the bath water."
Duvall based on the use of two signal-processing systems, one
T o explorethe signalcancellationproblemfurther,addito perform the adaptation, the other to generate the system
tionalexperimentswereconductedwiththeFrostbeamoutput signal.
~
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VII. THE DUVALL BEAMFORMER

(b)
Fig. 15. Duvallbeamformerforeliminatingcancellationjamming.
(a) Blockdiagram of thebeamformer. (b) Phasordiagramshowing inputs and outputs of preprocessor.

The signal cancellationeffectsthathavejustbeen
illustrated are due to interaction between the
signal and the jammer in the adaptive beamformer. Since interaction is the root
of the problem, it is useful to consider beamformer structures been simplified, or specialized in certain respects, t o facilitate
that separate the signal and the jammer in the adaptive beam- discussion.Beam-steeringis
notshown,butcanbeaccomformer. A system based on this rationaleis shown in Fig. %a).
1
plished by including steering delays
for broadband processes,
Thissystemmakesuse
of twobeamformers.The
beam- or
phase
shifters
for
narrowband
processes,
behind
each
former on the right is connected directly to the elements and array element. The Frost algorithm can be applied, asshown,
is used to derive thearrayoutput
signaL I t is, however,a
or any of a number of constrained adaptive algorithms that
slaved beamformer rather than the adaptive beamformer that
have appeared in the literature can be used. It
is straightforwould usually be expected in this position. The beamformer
ward, for example, to apply Widrow’s pilot-signal algorithm in
on the left is a Frost adaptive beamformer connected to the
this system. Generalization of the subtractive preprocessor
is
arrayelementsthroughasubtractivepreprocessor.Theprealso possible. C. W. Jim has described a class of spatial filters in
processor excludes the look-direction
signal from this beam[ 171 that offer greater flexibility than is shown in Fig. 15(a).
formerbutadmitsjammer
signalsina
modifiedform.The
Experimentshavebeenperformedwiththissystem,with
adaptive beamformer generates a set of weights that provides
results given in Figs. 16 and 17. Fig. 16 compares the output
some specifiedlook-directiongain(givenby
theFrostconspectrum of the Frost beamformer (Fig. 16(d)) with that
of
straints)whileminimizing(intheleastsquares
sense) the a Frost-based Duvall beamformer (Fig. 16(c)), both adapting
jammer contribution. These weights are copied into the slaved with a time constant of approximately 20 samples, with the
beamformer to provide the desired signal reception and jamsame array, and with the same
signal and jammer. The array
mer rejection.
and jammer are the same
as in the experiment described
in
The crucial point here is the relationship between the jamSection VI. Afterthecomparativeexperimentswerepermer signals inthetwobeamformers.Thephasor
diagram formed,theFrostbeamformershowedevidence
of strong
shown in Fig. 15(b)helps t o clarifythis issue. Thejammer
signalcancellation,whiletheDuvallbeamformershowed
no
components received by the antenna elements are indicated by evidenceof signal cancellation. In the time domain, Fig. 17
aset of equal-amplitude,uniformlyspacedphasors
J o , J 1 , comparesthelook-directioninput
signal withtheoutput
J 2 , J 3 , and J4. The phasor inputs to the Frost beamformer are signals of the Frost and Duvall beamformers. In both cases the
J 1 - J o , J2 - J 1 , J 3 - J 2 ,and J4 - J3. These, too, are equal- weightswereinitialized
tozero,andadaptivetransientsare
amplitude phasors with the same phase-angle separationsas the visible at the beginningsof the output tracings.Beyondthe
received jammer components. Since the
relative phase angles
regionwhere the transient exists, signal distortion is present
are the same for the jammer components in both beamformers, in the Frost beamformer output (Fig.
17(c)). The distortion
correct alignment of the jammer null in the Frost beamformer power was measured to be 6 dB below the input signal power.
assures correct alignment of the null in the slaved beamformer. Such distortion is not apparent at the output
of the Duvall
Copying the weights will cause the slaved processor t o have a
beamformer (Fig. 17( b)). Here the distortion was measured to
mainbeam(resultingfromtheFrostconstraints),which
is be 1 10dB below signal level.
orthogonal to the line of the array, and to have a null in the
The Duvallbeamformerappearstobeanimportant
deexact direction of the jammerJ. Note that although the phasor velopment toward mitigating the effects of signal cancellation.
argumentappliesonlytoonejammeratonefrequency,
The concept is new, however, and possible limitations
on its
linearity and superposition show that the principle is applicable performancehavenotyetbeenfully
assessed. Effects of
t o multiple jammers and t o broadband as well as narrowband
component inaccuracies and array imperfections are not yet
jammers.
understood.Alternativetechniquesforsteering
nulls inthe
Thebeamformerblockdiagramshown
in Fig. 15(a)has
look direction have not been examined in detail, and various
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performancemeasuresremaintobestudied.Othermethods
for eliminating or reducing signal cancellation effects are also
being pursued, such as spatial dither algorithms.
VIII. SPATIAL DITHER ALGORITHMS
Spatial dither algorithms have been conceived for the purpose of applying locally controlled modulation
t o signalsarriving at angles otherthanthelookdirection,
whileleaving
inputs from the look direction unmodulated and undistorted.
The effect is to cause jammers arriving off the look direction
tobe
spread
spectrally,
thereby
reducing
jammer
power
density. When used with a conventional adaptive beamformer,
spatialditherreduces
signal cancellationeffects. T h e same
process has the additional capability of modulating a “smart”
jammer signalina
waythat is totallyunpredictabletothe
jammer, thus in many cases, rendering it “less smart.”
A conceptually simple form
of spatial dither algorithm is
the “3/4-in plywood” approach, pictured in
Fig. 18. The elements of an antenna array can be imagined
t o be fixed t o a
piece of plywoodthatprovidesa
rigid support, so that the
entire array can be moved mechanically. In either one or two

dimensions, the array is moved in directions which are orthogonal to the look direction. Far-field emanations arriving from
the look direction will be undistorted by the mechanical rnotion, while emissions from sources off the look direction
will
be distorted by an unusuzl shift-of-time-base form of modulation.Electronicmeans
of implementingthisspatialdither
process are beingdevised.
The output of the antenna elements of
Fig. 18couldbe
applied t o a time-delay-and-sum (nonadaptive) beamformer, to
a conventional adaptive beamformer, or to a Duvall adaptive
beamformer.Spatialdithercouldbebeneficialineach
case.
By reducing jammer power density, some antijam protection
is providedwithoutadaptivebeamforming,andadditional
antijamprotection
is providedwithadaptivebeamforming.
The signal cancellationeffectcanbereduced
in a Frost
beamformer by using spatial dither preprocessing. Breakup of
jammer signal structure isapossible form of signal preprocessingapplicable
t o all typesofadaptiveandnonadaptive
beamformers.
The3/4-inplywoodapproachhasbeencomputersimulated, with the resultspresentedin
Fig. 19. The motion was
randomandwasexecutedalongalineperpendicular
to the
look direction. At every twentieth sample time, the plywood
position was changed; the new position was drawn randomly
t o 1 wavefrom a uniformdistributionrangingfromzero
lengths.Fig.19(a)showsthespectrum
of the look-direction
input signal,in
thiscaseabandpass
signal. Thesinusoidal
jammer spectrum is shown in Fig. 19(b). The spectrum of t h e
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jammerfromthephysicalreferenceframe
of thearray is
shown in Fig.19(c).
It is clear thatthejammerpower
is
greatlyspread,thatjammerpowerdensity
issignificantly
reduced, and that the jammer signal is severely distorted from
its original form. In the simulation, bandpass filters were used
with each antenna output to represent the effectsa of
receiver.
Thefiltered
signals werethen
applied t o conventional
a
Frost adaptive beamformer. Some signal distortion is evident,
but the amount of distortion is greatly reduced by the spatial
dither.Theoutputspectrumshown
in Fig.19(d) is far less
distorted than that of Fig. 1 l(c), which is a comparable spectrum obtained without spatial dither.

IX. CONCLUSION
Signalcancellationeffectsoccurinconventionaladaptive
are
beamformerswhenjammerpowerandadaptationrates
high. These effects can cause signal loss in the case of narrowband signals, o r cause significant signal distortion in the case
of wideband signals. Means of combatting signal cancellation
have been proposed, namely the Duvall beamformer and the
spatialditheralgorithm.Thelatterapproach
will probably
not be as effectiveastheformeragainst
signal cancellation
but has the capabilityof scrambling "smart" jammer signals.
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